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We report a fiber-based, pulsed laser seeder system that rapidly switches among 6 
wavelengths across atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) absorption line near 1572.3 nm for 
measurements of global CO2 mixing ratios to 1-ppmv precisiqn. One master DFB laser 
diode has been frequency-locked to the CO2 line center using a frequency modulation 
technique, suppressing its peak-to-peak frequency drifts to 0.3 MHz at 0.8 sec averaging 
time over 72 hours. Four online DFB laser diodes have been offset-locked to the master 
laser using phase locked loops, with virtually the same sub-MHz absolute accuracy. The 6 
lasers were externally modulated and then combined to produce the measurement pulse 
train. 
OCIS codes 350.6090, 300.6380, 140.3425, 280.1910. 
1. Introduction 
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CO2 measurements from ice cores show that atmospheric CO2 concentrations are higher now 
than they have been in the past 420,000 years [I]. It is becoming increasingly important to 
understand the nature and processes of the CO2 sources and sinks, on a global scale, in order to 
make predictions of future atmospheric composition. Global measurements of the CO2 mixing 
ratios from Earth orbit with 1-ppmv precision in the total column, 300-km spatial and monthly 
temporal resolution are needed to infer regional CO2 terrestrial and oceanic sources and sinks in 
the presence of -5-ppmv seasonal fluctuation [2-4]. The recent US National Rese~rch Council 
Decadal Survey for Earth Science [5] has recommended addressing these needs in a laser-based 
NASA mission - the Active Sensing of CO2 Emissions over Nights, Days, and Seasons 
(ASCENDS). Spacebome measurements are required for the global coverage and spatial 
res9Iution that go beyond the capability of ground-based measurement technologies [6]. Using 
the reflected sunlight as the light source, passive spacebome instruments [7, 8] preclude 
. 
measurements at nights and also suffer from various biases. Unlike the passive instruments, the 
active laser sounding approach for ASCENDS allows measurements of atmospheric CO2 
distributions with greater precision and spatial resolutions, over days and nights with global 
coverage. 
A laser sounder for ASCENDS is currently under development at NASA Goddard. This 
instrument employs a nadir-viewing, differential-absorption lidar (DIAL) technique to measure 
CO2 content in the atmospheric column using direct photon-counting detection of echo pulses 
from the surface of the earth [9]. As a part of this effort, the present work addresses· the laser 
seeder system in the CO2 transmitter for this instrument. 
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Fig. 1. Basic design concept for our CO2 sounder transmitter. The laser seeder (left) is rapidly pulsed and switched 
among the 6 measurement' laser frequencies to provide the wavelength-stepped pulse train (lower right) that is 
subsequently amplified by Erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs). The amplified pulse-train is used to repeatedly 
measure at 6 points across the 1572.335 nm CO2 absorption line (upper right). 
The basic design concept for our CO2 sounder transmitter is illustrated in Fig. 1. Serving 
as the master oscillator, the laser seeder (Fig. l , left) defines spectral and temporal characteristics 
of the CO2 transmitter. The seeder is rapidly pulsed and switched among the 6 measurement 
wavelengths to provide the wavelength-stepped pulse train that is subsequently amplified by 
Erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs). Since laser polarization drifts may cause undesirable 
amplitude fluctuations in the measurements, all components along the optical train were 
polarization maintaining (PM). A CO2 line near 1572.335 nm was chosen for the measurement 
because of its adequate absorption strength, small temperature sensitivity, and minimum 
interference from other species [10]. Since CO2 has diurnal, vertical transport, ideally the CO2 
measurement is unifonnly sensitive to concentra~ons in the lower troposphere. This can be 
achieved by sampling the sides of the line where the absorption is pressure-broadened in the 
lower atmosphere. We used 6 measurement wavelengths, two offline and four on the sides of the 
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line, to allow us to model and correct for environmental and instrumental errors. The two-way 
' transmittance of the 1572.335-nm CO2 line from the 550-km orbit, as shown in Fig. I (upper 
right), has a linewidth as narrow as -3.3 GHz full width at half maximum and steep slopes on the 
sides, making the measurements sensitive to laser frequency drifts and uncertainties, as well as to 
CO2 concentration. We wish to reduce the error contribution from the laser frequency to a small 
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fraction of the total error budget, to allow more margins for other error sources. To ensure 1-
ppmv precision for CO2 measurements near 1572 nm, an error b~dget of 0.08 % is derived from 
an analysis of the sources of systematic errors, and a laser frequency stability as high as +0.3 
MHz is required to meet the target error bound (11]. The CO2 laser sounder measurements are 
most sensitive to slow frequency drifts, but insensitive to fast frequency noise because of the 
long pulse duration (-1 µsec) and the even longer photon counting average time (-10 sec). The 
present work focuses on suppressing slow laser frequency drifts (below 1 MHz) to meet the 
stringent ASCENDS requirement. 
. . 
The laser seeder for CO2 falls into the telecom L-band, allowing us to exploit advances in 
technologies driven by the telecom industry. The leverage of this highly reliable and rapidly 
improving technology provides high performance and cost efficiency. We chose distributed-
feedback laser diodes (DFB-LDs) as our laser oscillators to ta1ce advantage of their proven 
reliability. Rather than locking lasers directly to the side slopes of the absorption line, we 
employed an offset locking technique to tune slave lasers precisely to desired optical frequencies, 
up to ±7 GHz away from that of a "master" laser. To do this, we have locked a master DFB-LD 
to 1572.335 nm CO2 absorption line center (v0 in Fig. 1) and suppressed the peak-to-peak optical 
frequency drift to 0.3 MHz, better than the ASCENDS requirement. We further offset-locked 
four online DFB-LDs on the sides of the CO2 line (v2 to v5 in Fig. 1), with virtually the same sub-
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MHz precision in their absolute frequencies. The two offline DFB-LDs (v1 and v6) can tolerate 
much more frequency drifts and thus were left to free run under stabilized temperatures and 
currents. The 6 DFB-LDs were externally modulated to generate the pulses and subsequently 
combined to produce the measurement pulse train as shown in Fig. 1 (lower right). The pulses in 
this combined output were - 1 µsec wide separated by -133 µsec. This off interval permits the 
pulses to completely clear the bottom 20 ~m of the atmosphere, which eliminated any crosstalk 
from cloud scattering. To suppress the crosstalk among the 6 wavelengths to < -32 dB, each 
modulator needs to have> 40 dB on/off extinction ratio (ER). This requirement was achieved 
with auto-biased telecom lithium-niobate (LN) Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs), to take 
advantage of their high reliability, compact size, and low power consumption. Based on these 
laser frequency locking and pulse modulation techniques, we have constructed a laser seeder for 
the CO2 transmitter. Next, we present details on these techniques implemented for ground and 
airborne demonstrations, and show results of our laser seeder development work. 
2 . . Absolute frequency locking 
A. Absolute locking design considerations 
It is difficult to suppress the slow frequency drift to sub-MHz by locking a laser frequency to an 
optical cavity. A molecular or atomic transition is thus preferred as the wavelength reference. 
Unfortunately, the well-known wavelength references for 1.5 µm lasers, such as 12C2H2 [12], 
13C2H2 [13], H13C14N [14], and 87Rb [15], do not have any strong absorption lines near the 
1572.335-nm CO2 line selected for the measurement. Consequently, the 1572.335-nm CO2 line 
itself becomes the reference of choice for the absolute wavelength locking. 
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Frequency locking of DFB-LDs to one side of a CO2 line near 1573 nm within 5 MHz 
(rms) was reported using a 36-m multipass CO2 cell [16]. W.avelength modulation (WM) 
technique has also been widely used to lock laser diode frequency to absorption peaks. In the 
WM technique, the laser frequency is dithered at an audio frequency by applying a small 
sinusoidal modulation on the injection current. To minimize undesirable wavelength and 
amplitude modulations in the laser output, the modulation depth need to be kept rather small, 
resulting in inferior signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) [17]. To achieve much better frequency stability, 
we adopted a frequency modulation (FM) spectroscopic technique [18, 19] to lock the master 
laser frequency to the 1572.335-nm CO2 line center. Similar to the well-known Pound-Drever-
Hall technique [20], this FM technique uses the external phase modulation and phase-sensitive 
detection at an RF frequency to generate a frequency discriminating error signal. 
The predominant noise source with this FM technique is the time-varying residual 
amplitude modulation (RAM) arising from multi-path interference (MPI), polarization 
! 
misalignment, and other sources, particularly in the phase modulator [21, 22]. Consequently, it 
is crucial to minimize the RAM in the phase modulator and the gas cell. In an earlier work, the 
same FM technique had been employed to lock a DFB-LD to a 10-cm-long 12C2H2 cell near 1527 
nm using a bulk electro-optic (EO) phase modulator [23]. Bulk EO phase modulators were 
selected against wave-guided LN phase modulators due to the much higher RAM encountered in 
the latter. The telecom LN modulator technology has since been improved. We have selected 
\ 
compact telecom LN phase modulators for the present work to avoid the complexity of using 
free-space bulk components and high-voltage RF sources to drive EO modulators. The RAM in 
the LN phase modulators has been reduced to < 0.04-% peak-to-peak, low enough for our sub-
MHz frequency stability requirement. 
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The same FM technique had also been used to lock lasers to COi absorption lines near 2 
µm, again using bulk EO phase modulators [24, 25]. The present work is more challenging 
because our CO2 reference line is 10 times weaker than the CO2 lines near 2 µm, an over 600 
times weaker than the 12C2H2 lines near 1530 nm. Consequently, a much longer gas-cell path-
length is required for our reference CO2 cell. 
B. Absolute locking setup 
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Fig. 2. Absolute frequency locking setup for the master DFB-LD: PM - phase modulator; DET - PIN detector; TIA 
- transimpedance amplifier; PS - phase shifter; SG - signal generator; LPF - low-pass filter. 
Our absolute locking system is shown in Fig. 2. The master laser was a 40-mW single-mode 
(SM) PM DFB-LD with a narrow linewidth < 2 MHz (FRL15DCWD-A81-19070-B, OFS Fitel, 
LLC). It contains a built-in isolator with > 35 dB isolation to prevent unwanted feedbacks. The 
master laser output was split into two ways using a PM fiber coupler. 90 % of the light was used 
to lock this master laser. The rest is used to offset-lock slave DFB-LDs after being further split 
through a PM fiber splitter (discussed later). The 90-% laser output w.as passed through a fiber-
coupled wave-guided IO-GHz LN phase modulator (PM-150-100-1-1-C2-I2-02 APE, JDSU 
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Corp.). To further reduce error signal drift due to the RAM, the case temperature of this LN 
phase modulator was stabilized with a thermoelectric cooler ('IEC). The modulated laser beam 
was subsequently passed through a CO2 absorption cell with a path length of 17-m and CO2 
pressure of 40 mbar. The phase modulator was driven by a 125 MHz sinusoidal voltage at a 
modulation index of -2.5, generating sidebands 125 MHz apart around the optical carrier. Unlike 
the case in WM technique, these sidebands ride on the steepest portions of the absorption line to 
allow much greater SIN. The transmitted laser beam was finally detected by a fiber-coupled 
InGaAs PIN photodiode. The detector current was AC-coupled to and amplified by a low-noise 
transimpedance amplifier (TIA). A demodulation circuit (comprising a mixer, a phase shifter, 
and a low-pass filter) makes phase sensitive detection of the amplified beatnote at 125 MHz and 
produces an error signal proportional to the laser frequency deviation from the CO2 line center. 
The loop servo fed two signals back to the DFB-LD to stabilize its optical frequency: one slowly 
adapts the DFB-LD temperature through the TEC controller; the other rapidly adjusts the 
injection current through a resistor network [26] that adds the feedback on top of the constant 
bias current. The servo was controlled by an on-board microprocessor, which automatically finds 
the absorption peak and triggers switches in the servo circuit. Two identical absolute locking 
systems were built, and beatnote between the two independent lasers was used to measure the 
laser frequency noise. 
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Fig. 3. The error signal measured in the absolute frequency locking setup shown in Fig. 2: The depression at the 
positive and negative peaks of the error signal is attributed to the mixer saturation. 
Our CO2 cell was carefully designed to minimize the MPI. Two spherical mirrors were 
placed inside a CO2 chamber, fonning a multi-pass optical delay line [27] with beam spots well 
separated on the mirrors. The laser beam was coupled in and out of the chamber through SM 
fibers· hermetically sealed to the chamber, eliminating optical windo~s that could cause MPI. 
The high reflectivity of the protected-silver coated mirrors resulted in a low cell insertion loss of 
-5 dB (gas absorption excluded). The CO2 cell pressure, modulation frequency and depth, and 
the phase shifter delay were optimized to maximize the slope of the error signal shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. Frequency tuning response of the DFB-LDs as a function of the injection current modulation frequency. 
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To facilitate feedback loop servo design, the DFB-LD frequency tuning response to the injection 
current was measured (Fig. 4). In this measurement, a fiber Michelson interferometer (Ml) was 
used as the frequency discriminator to detect frequency variations induced by a modulation 
voltage applied to the injection current feedback port of the DFB-LD. The MI was auto-biased at 
a quadrature point using a control circuit. The delay time difference in the two arms of the MI 
was 3.2 nsec. The small thermal impedance in the DFB-LD package resulted in a wide tuning 
bandwidth of -1 MHz. Allowing for a 30-degree phase margin for the feedback loopt this laser 
tuning response set an upper.limit of -800 kHz on our unity-gain loop bandwidth. 
D. Master laser frequency noise measurements 
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Fig. 5. Optical frequency drifts of a DFB-LD measured from the beatnote between two equivalent and independent 
· master lasers. The frequency drifts of each one of the two lasers Jocked to the 1572.335-nm CO2 line (solid red) 
were obtained by assuming equal and independent frequency noises from both. The unlocked frequency drifts 
(dashed blue) were obtained by unlocking one of the two lasers. 
Since the error signal does not reflect any frequency drifts caused by error-signal shifting 
mechanisms (such as RAM and the noise in the detector), it is essential to measure the frequency 
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drift directly from the beatnote between two independent lasers (rather than from the error 
signal). The 10-% output tapped from each laser (external to the locking loop) was used to 
produce the beatnote. In order to shift the beatnote away from zero frequency for better 
measurement sensitivity, one laser output was frequency up-shifted by 35 MHz using a fiber-
coupled acousto-optic modulator. This frequency-shifted laser output was combined with the 
other one using a 3-dB SM PM fiber coupler, and the combined laser output was detected by a 
PIN photodiode. The instantaneous frequency of the beatnote from the detector was measured by 
a frequency counter at a rate up to 200 Hz. As shown in Fig. 5, the frequency drift of a DFB-LD 
was suppressed to 293 kHz peak-to-peak (with a standard deviation of 59 kHz) at 0.8-sec 
averaging time over 72 hours when locked to the 1572.335-nm CO2 line. By contrast, the 
frequency drift was l 07 MHz over 36 hours when the laser was unlocked. 
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Fig. 6. DFB-LD optical frequency noise spectra measured for: I) an unlocked laser (dashed blue); 2) a master laser 
absolutely locked to a CO2 cell using the setup shown in Fig. 2 (solid red); 3) a slave laser offset locked to the 
master laser using the setup shown in Fig. 8 (solid gray). 
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Figure 6 shows measured frequency noise spectra of the DFB-LDs when locked and 
unlocked. For slow noise frequencies up to 100 Hz, the spectra were derived from the beatnote 
measured with the frequency counter (as described above). The rest of the spectra were measured 
with a fiber MI ·similar to the one used for laser frequency tuning response measurements. To 
suppress seismic and acoustic disturbarices, the MI was mechanically stabilized by vibration-
isolating stages suspended in a vacuum chamber. As seen in Fig. 6, the frequency noise of the 
absolutely-locked DFB-LD was suppressed within the 800 kHz unity-gain bandwidth, by a factor 
up to -1000 for slow frequency noises. The fractional Allan deviation of the two absolutely-
locked master DFB-LDs was measured to be < 3x10·11 for a gating time up to 1000 sec, as 
shown in Fig. 7. This stability is much higher than those obtained by using the WM technique 
(for example, 300-2500 times better than reported in [28)). 
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Fig. 7. The Allan deviation of the two absolutely-locked master DFB-LDs. 
3. Offset frequency locking 
A. Offset Jocking setup 
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In order for the slave DFB-LDs to retain the frequency stability of the master laser, the 
fluctuation of the frequency offset must be suppressed to a small fraction of the frequency noise 
of the master laser. Va~ous offset locking techniques have been developed to lock the frequency 
difference between two lasers (28-32]. Our offset-locking setup, shown in Fig. 8, was based on 
the scheme described in [30] that appears to be most suitable to our purpose yet easy to 
implement with DFB-LDs. 
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Fig. 8. Offset frequency Jocking setup for the slave DFB-LDs: ROSA - 10-GHz PIN-TIA detector; LIA - limiting 
amplifier, DDS - direct digital synthesizer; PSD - phase sensitive detector. 
The four online and two offline DFB-LDs were identical to the master DFB-LD. 
Referring to Fig. 1, we have offset-locked two online DFB-LDs to v3 and v4 with frequency 
offsets of ±755.2 MHz, and two other online DFB-LDs to V2 and v5 with frequency offsets of 
±2.014 GHz. The two free-running offline DFB-LDs (v1 and v6) were placed ±15.6 GHz away 
from the CO2 line center. 
The beatnote between each slave laser and the master is frequency-divided and then 
phase-locked to an RF reference signal. As shown in Fig. 8, 1 % of the slave DFB-LD power was 
tapped off for the offset locking and the remaining 99 % was transmitted towards its MZM. 
Using a SM PM fiber splitter, the 10-% light tapped from the master laser was further split into 
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multiple fiber outputs, each with -1 % of the master laser power. The 1-% slave laser power 
was mixed with the 1-% master laser power tising a 3-dB SM PM fiber coupler. The combined 
laser output was detected by a 10-GHz telecom receiver optical sub-assembly (ROSA) that 
consists of a PIN photodiode followed by an integrated TIA. The sinusoidal beatnote detected by 
the ROSA was amplified by a limiting amplifier (LIA) and then frequency-divided by a digital 
frequency divider by a factor of 8 for 755.2-MHz offset, or 16 for 2.014-GHz offset. A digital 
phase sensitive detector (PSD) was used to detect the phase difference between the divided 
beatnote and a precision electronic reference signal generated by a direct digital synthesizer 
(DDS), and to generate an error signal proportional to this phase difference. A commercial IC 
chip (AD9858, Analog Devices, Inc.) was used to provide both PSD and DDS functions. The 
servo sent feedback signals to and frequency-stabilized the slave DFB-LD in the same way as 
described for the master laser. Externally driven by a 990-MHz reference clock, the DDS output 
can be fast tuned with digital commands to produce the reference signal at desired frequencies, 
with great accuracy and flexibility. For the four online lasers, the reference signal was tuned to 
94.4 MHz or 125.9 MHz for ±755.2 MHz or ±2.014 GHz offsets, respectively. The frequency 
divider, PSD, DDS, and servo circuits were controlled by a microcontroller, providing auto-
tuning and auto-locking functions. 
It should be noted that the error signal from the PSD is proportional to the integral of the 
laser frequency deviation, rather than to the frequency deviation itself as is the case in the master 
laser locking setup. This was taken into account in the servo design. We have carefully designed 
the servo and achieved the maximum unity-gain bandwidth of -800 kHz for the slave laser as 
well. This bandwidth is sufficient for our CO2 laser sounder system. The maximum frequency 
14 
offset can be increased to 20 GHz by replacing the PIN-TIA detector, the LIA, and the frequency 
divider with 20 GHz components, which are commercially available. 
B. Slave laser frequency noise measurements 
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Fig. 9. Optical frequency difference between a slave DFB-LD and a maser DFB-LD when the slave was locked to 
the master with 2.014-GHz frequency offset using a phase locked loop shown in Fig. 8. 
The frequency difference (beatnote) between the master and slave lasers was directly measured 
with a frequency counter at 200-Hz sampling rate and the result is shown in Fig. 9. When offset-
locked, the peak-to-peak fluctuation of the frequency offset was <1 kHz, a negligible fraction of 
the master laser frequency drift. We further found that most of the fluctuation came from the 
reference signal generated by the DDS. The frequency noise spectra of offset-locked DFB-LDs 
were also measured in the same way as for the master laser, and were found to be essentially 
identical to that of the m~ter laser (see Fig. 3). This means that a slave laser can be tuned to any 
wavelength across the CO2 line with virtually identical absolute frequency stability as the master 
laser. Since the frequency-divided beatnote (between the master and slave lasers) was phase-
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locked to the RF reference signal, no constant deviation was found between the two. This means 
the offset frequency locking is completely accurate without any DC error. 
4. Seeder pulse-train generation 
A. Setup for pulse-train generation 
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Fig. 10. Setup to produce the measurement pulse train from the 6 online and offline DFB-LDs: LN MZM - lithium-
niobate Mach-Zehnder modulator; DET - detector; FP - Fabry-Perot. The fiber combiner was built from c.iscaded 
3-dB SM PM fiber couplers. 
As shown in Fig. 10, the 6 lasers (v1 to v6) were individually modulated by 6 MZMs and 
subsequently combined to produce the measurement pulse train. The x-cut LN MZMs (MXPE-
LN-10-PD-P-P-FA-FA, Photline Technologies) have intrinsic extinction ratio (ER)> 40 dB and 
were auto-biased at null points and pulsed with ~>n/off RF signals. X-cut LN MZMs were 
selected to minimize the optical frequency chirping during the on/off modulation. Standard 
MZM bias controll~rs typically add -3 dB more off-state leakage and this ER penalty becomes 
more severe at the low pulse rate (-1 kHz) for our application. This problem was solved with 
customized MZM bias controllers (Mini-MBC-1B, YY Labs Inc.). For each MZM, 1-% MZM 
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output was tapped out and fed to the bias card that biases the MZM automatically. The on/off ER 
was measured to be virtually the same as the intrinsic ER, with negligible auto-bias ER penalty 
(< 0.6 dB) even for slow pulse rates down to l kHz. The ER .of the MZMs changes by> 4 dB 
when the bias voltage changes polarity. The custom bias card permits bias polarity selection to 
pick the better null point. It would have been simpler to use the photodiode integrated into the 
MZM to feed the bias card. However, this arrangement resulted in an inferior ER, probably 
because the built-in detector sees the maximum light intensity (hence larger shot noise) when the 
MZM is biased at a null point. 
The 6 MZMs were driven by one multi-channel digital delay pulse generator (Model 
9518+, Quantum Composers, Inc.) that generates 1-µsec pulses at 1.25 kHz for each MZM. All 6 
laser pulse trains were combined using a SM PM fiber combiner built from cascaded 3-dB SM 
PM couplers. A proper time delay was set in the pulse generator for each MZM, to maintain 
equal pulse separation of -133 µsec in the seeder output. The on/off ER for this combined seeder 
pulse train y;as better than 38 dB. 
B. Laser seeder output measurements 
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Fig. 11. Optical spectrum of the seeder output measured by a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer. The laser seeder 
stepped through the 6 fixed laser frequencies across the 1572.335-nm COi line centered at 0-Hz offset in this plot. 
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The optical spectrum of the seeder output was measured using a scanning plane-plane Fabry-
Perot (FP) interferometer with -60-GHz free spectral range. As shown in Fig. 11, frequency 
offsets relative to the CO2 line center were indeed ±755.2 MHz and ±2.014 GHz for the four 
online DFB-LDs and - ±15.6 GHz for the two offline DFB-LDs. The spurious peaks in the 
. ' . 
spectrum were due to parasitic resonance in the plane-plane FP interferometer. 
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Fig. 12. Combined seeder pu1se train (left) and pu]se shapes (right) before and after being amp1ified by an EDFA 
preamplifier. 
This combin~d seeder output was amplified by a SM PM EDFA pre-amplifier. Figure 12 
shows pulse train waveforms measured before and after the pre-amplifier. The preamplifier 
output will be amplified by an EDFA power amplifier, and finally by a waveguided Erbium-
doped phosphate-glass power amplifier to boost the pulse energy to -3 mJ as required for 
ASCENDS measurements. Due to the narrow linewidth and long pulse duration of the laser 
seeder, ~he stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) in the subsequent power amplifiers becomes a 
major challenge. The peak power in each power amplifier is limited by the SBS threshold that is 
well below thresholds of other non-linear effects (such as self-phase modulation). The frequency 
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stability and narrow linewidth of the laser seeder will thus be well preserved at the transmitter 
output. Due to the gain saturation in the power amplifiers, the top-hat pulse shape of our laser 
seeder would be distorted at the transmitter output to have lower power at the trailing edge than 
the leading edge. This distortion can be counteracted by pre-distortion of the input pulse shape. 
This pulse pre-distortion can be accomplished by using one more LN MZM placed after the 
EDFA preamplifier. The on/off ER of the laser pulses can also be improved by gating the 
modulator to block the light between consecutive pulses, particularly the amplified spontaneous 
emission (ASE) from the preamplifier. 
5. Discussions 
A. Noise sources in absolute frequency locking 
In our absolute locking setup, a sufficient laser power (> 2 dBm) was detected by the PIN 
detector so that the detector shot noise and the TIA noise were negligible compared to the RAM 
induced noise. When the detected laser power is above -6 dBm, the shot noise becomes larger 
than the -8 pN"Hz equivalent input noise of the T[A, and the sum of both noises becomes a 
negligible fraction of the RAM-induced noise. RAM was the predominant noise source causing 
slow laser frequency drifts. We further noticed that the master laser locked to the CO2 line center 
exhibited a constant frequency offset from the reference line center, typically a couple of 
hundred kHz. This offset is attributed to the constant component of the RAM and imperfect 
electronic components. It should also be noted that the 1572.335-nm atmospheric CO2 line is 
pressure shifted from the CO2 cell reference line by -0.25 MHzfforr [33]. The overall offset can 
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be calibrated with an external reference and corrected by shifting the offset-locking reference 
frequencies. 
B. CO2 cell improvements 
This laser seeder was constructed with telecom fiber-optic components, except for the bulky CO2 
cell we built for lab experiments. Much more compact CO2 cells are required for flight missions. 
As an improvement, we replaced the bulky cell with a compact 18-m Herriott CO2 gas cell 
(Model 5612, New Focus, Inc.) and achieved essentially the same absolute locking performance 
as described above. The laser beam was coupled in and out of the Herriott cell through a coated, 
wedged optical window, to minimize MPI. The output beam was focused directly onto the PIN 
detectof' without fiber coupling, resulting in an overall cell insertion loss of -9 dB (gas 
absorption excluded). Although the detected laser power was reduced by -4 dB due to this 
higher cell insertion loss, there appeared to be no SIN penalty. 
It would be more desirable to build all-fiber CO2 cells using hollow-core photonic crystal 
fibers (HC-PCFs) for size, weight, stability, and reliability advantages [34]. However, replacing 
the free-space CO2 cell with an equivalent HC-PCF CO2 cell in our setup resulted in much larger 
laser frequency drifts (-6 MHz peak to peak) than obtained with the free-space cell. Nevertheless, 
the frequency noise spectra in both cases were comparable for noise frequencies above a few Hz. 
The slow frequency drifts persisted even when back reflections at both ends of the HC-PCF were 
suppressed and the temperature of the HC-PCF was stabilized. Such frequency drifts' could not 
be detected by simply monitoring the error signal as described in [35], indicating a slow 
mechanism that shifts the error signal directly. The photonic-bandgap HC-PCFs used to build 
these cells exhibit an oscillatory background in the transmission spectrum due to the effect of 
surface modes [36]. It appears that the large frequency drifts were driven by this time-varying 
) 
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background that falls on the gas absorption lines and mimics the gas absorption. This problem 
could be avoided by using non-bandgap based HC-PCFs, in which the coupling between the 
hollow-core modes and the other modes is drastically reduced [37, 38]. 
C. Adding more wavelength points 
Recent results of our CO2 laser sounder experiments [39, 40] indicated that more wavelength 
points (>10) are needed to correct for time-varying fringes in the lidar's frequency response. This 
makes it more difficult to limit the u~certainty of the transmitter pulse energy measurement to a 
small fraction of the 0.08-% total error budget. The predominant noise in the pulse energy 
measurement is the beatnote between the ASE in EDFAs and the laser pulses detected by the 
monitoring PIN photodiode [41]. The stringent pulse-energy monitoring requirement can be met 
in our design by limiting the fiber combiner insertion loss to < 11 dB, using low-noise EDF As, 
and allowing sufficient integration time(> 10 nsec) for the monitoring PIN detector to reduce the 
ASE-pulse beating noise. However, our three-stage fiber combiner (shown in Fig. 10) already 
has -11 dB insertion loss and can combine 8 lasers at most. Although more channels can still be 
combined by inserting additional EDF As and modulators within the combiner to counteract the 
additional insertional losses and crosstalks, combining more lasers will significantly complicate 
the laser seeder design. 
It would thus be highly desirable to replace the multiple online and offline DFB-LDs (and 
their modulators) with one precision fast tunable laser (and one modulator), to eliminate the 
combining loss and crosstalk. The frequency of this tunable laser needs to be accurately stepped 
through multiple points across the CO2 line, as fast as -100 µsec per step and as precise as -0.2 
MHz peak-to-peak. This would greatly simplify the seeder architecture yet enable better 
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performance in terms of the SIN, reliability, flexibility, power consumption, size, mass, and ~ost. 
More wavelength channels can be added without performance penalty. 
We have recently started our development effort on the HC-PCF cells and the precision 
fast tunable lasers. We are also refining the present seeder system for field measurements. 
Further results will be reported as progresses are made in the future. 
6. Conclusions 
A fiber-based pulsed laser seeder system was developed for measurements of global CO2 
mixing ratios to 1-ppmv precision. One master DFB laser diode has been frequency-locked to 
the 1572.335-nm CO2 line using a FM technique, suppressing its peak-to-peak frequency 
noise to 0.3 MHz at 0.8 sec averaging time over 72 hours. Slave DFB-LDs have been offset 
locked up to ±7 GHz away from the master laser, with virtually the same sub-MHz precision 
in their absolute frequencies. Over 40 dB ER has been achieved in auto-biased MZMs to 
modulate ~ontinuous-wave lasers into pulses. Based on these techniques, the pulsed laser 
seeder was built to rapidly switch among 6 fixed wavelengths across the CO2 line. The sub-
MHz frequency precision for online lasers satisfies the ASCENDS requirement. 
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